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Abstract
The concept of performance information is based on the idea that citizens are able to make informed
decisions if presented with unambiguous information about the performance of institutions. In this paper
we argue that even objective, clear and unambiguous performance information is subject to biased
interpretation depending on whether the information is consistent with the prior beliefs held by those who
receive the information. By integrating the theory of motivated reasoning with the literature on
performance information we hypothesize that performance information inconsistent with prior beliefs is
less likely to be given a correct interpretation than belief-consistent information. We show, based on
randomized survey experiments in which respondents were presented with quantitative performance data,
that subjects systematically interpret performance information in ways that ensure conformity with their
prior beliefs. The findings question the assumption that providing performance information automatically
increases knowledge on government performance, let alone improve political decisions.

Introduction
Public service performance has become the center of public debate to such an extent that it is sometimes
characterized as a performance movement where one primary concern has been how to measure and
compare performance in public organizations (Radin 2006; Van Dooren 2011; Nielsen 2013a). The basic
logic is that citizens will evaluate performance information and use it to choose between alternative public
providers or to pressure decision-makers to improve performance (Van de Walle and Roberts, 2011: 222).
Performance information is also assumed to improve political decisions and accountability (Moynihan
2008: 27). Consequently, there has been an expansion in the use of quantified performance information in
the public sector (Van de Walle and Roberts 2011: 215).

A number of studies focusing on the effects of performance information on real world outcomes like, for
instance, budget appropriations (Gilmour and Lewis 2006; Frisco and Stalebrink 2008; Heinrich 2012) have
been published in recent years. Evidence from these studies is generally mixed and does not
unambiguously support the idea that performance measurement has been able to fundamentally change
political outcomes (Moynihan 2006; Joyce 2011; Heinrich 2012). As pointed out by Moynihan (2006) one
likely explanation is that performance information is often ambiguous and open to more than one
interpretation. The ambiguity of performance information allows individuals to focus on the aspects of the
information that is in accordance with their own viewpoints while discordant aspects are ignored or
discarded. As Moynihan (2006: 155) puts it there can be "incentives for particular actors to advance
arguments that reflect their institutional role and context, enhancing the potential for disagreement."
Hence, prior beliefs, which can reflect a citizen’s political values, ideology, beliefs about states of the world
etc., are likely to have an impact on how ambiguous performance information is interpreted and presented
(see Olsen 2014 for an example).

In this paper we develop a theory of when and how the interpretation of performance information is
contingent upon prior beliefs. We test these ideas in two randomized survey experiments of a
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representative sample of Danish citizens and show that performance information is not merely a technical
instrument which automatically increases knowledge of performance. Even unambiguous performance
information is subject to interpretation, and is distorted by prior beliefs. We base the argument on
motivated reasoning, a concept from a psychological theory on how information is processed and
understood (Kunda 1990; Taber & Lodge 2006; Druckman 2012; Kahan 2014), and argue that the
interpretation of performance information is contingent upon prior beliefs. The survey experiments differs
from other survey experiments of how politicians and citizens respond to performance information (see,
for instance, James 2011; Nielsen and Baekgaard 2013; Baekgaard 2014) in that we focus on subjects’
ability to correctly assess information rather than on their attitudinal responses. Specifically, our dependent
variable measures whether subjects based on performance information are able to point out which of two
organizations is performing best in a case where the subjects are presented with clear and unambiguous
information. To our knowledge this is the first study to systematically examine the relationship between
prior beliefs and the ability to correctly interpret performance information, and we believe that the results
suggest that the literature on performance information should be reoriented to take the impact of prior
beliefs into account.

The paper proceeds with a theoretical discussion of the importance of prior beliefs to the interpretation of
performance information. This is followed by a discussion of why the research question is appropriately
addressed by means of a survey experimental design. Next, we discuss the specific design of two survey
experiments developed specifically for this purpose. In this discussion we pay particular attention to the
question of how placebo groups can be used to estimate the impact of prior beliefs in cases like this where
it is impossible to randomly assign people to different prior beliefs. Next, we present and discuss the
findings of our empirical analysis. The final section concludes and discusses the implications of our study to
practice and future research.
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Performance information and prior beliefs
The introduction of performance information in public administrations was based on the idea that
information on organizational performance may improve decision making and ultimately lead to greater
public value for taxpayer money (Kettl 1997: 457; Moynihan 2006: 152). In order to attain this goal,
performance information usually takes the form of quantitative indicators of performance although a more
qualitative assessment of performance is also often carried out (Heinrich 2012). In practice, performance
information may both describe outputs, outcomes, and/or responsiveness of public services (Nielsen
2013a: 13).

Two characteristics of performance information are of particular importance to how it is interpreted by
stakeholders. First, for performance information to be interpretable, the performance level disclosed has to
be easily comparable to the performance level of similar organizations (“social comparisons”) or the
organizational performance in previous years (“historical comparisons”) (Nielsen2013b). Without such
available benchmarks it is difficult to gauge whether a given performance indicator of the absolute level of
performance is showing an acceptable level of performance or whether changes are required to increase
future performance. Second, performance information may be simple and consist of only one indicator, or
it may be complex and cover multiple dimensions or indicators of performance at once. In the former case,
it is at the outset easy to interpret performance, but stakeholders may decide to discard the information in
case it does not fit with their values based on the reasoning that it does not provide a full picture of
performance. In the latter case, the performance information in many cases will show that the organization
is performing well on some aspects and less well on other. The very fact that performance in most cases is a
multi-dimensional phenomenon means that stakeholders may decide to emphasize those aspects of
performance that fit best with their prior values and beliefs while others are discarded. Thus, regardless of
the complexity, an inherent characteristic of performance information is that it is open to political
interpretation (Moynihan 2006; 2008).
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As argued by Moynihan (2006: 157-58) actors always have existing political values and beliefs. These prior
beliefs may not only affect the tendency to focus on some aspects of performance information or the
tendency to point to some dimensions covered by performance information as being the most important
while others are discarded. On a more fundamental level we argue in this paper that they also affect
individuals’ ability to correctly interpret even unambiguous performance information.

The rational model of man suggests that actors will use new performance information to update their view
of performance. According to this notion, we should not expect prior beliefs to affect how unambiguous
performance information is interpreted. A rational actor should be careful to avoid any bias in
interpretation. A new piece of information loses value if it is systematically misinterpreted. However, even
when actors intend to be rational, and when they believe that they are, the assumption of perfect
rationality is not descriptively realistic (Simon, 1957: 241 ff.; Jones, 2001: 54ff.). In particular, prior beliefs
tend to systematically bias how new information or arguments are evaluated. According to Taber & Lodge
(2006), this is an automatic process. People are simply “largely unaware of the power of their priors” (Taber
& Lodge, 2006: 757).

To develop an argument of how prior beliefs shape and bias the interpretation of performance information,
we integrate the psychological theory of motivated reasoning with the literature on performance
information. Motivated reasoning has proven instrumental to understand many phenomena in politics. For
example, new information on a candidate for public office is likely to be interpreted in light of existing
opinions (Druckman, 2012: 201). If the view on the candidate is generally favorable, new information is
likely to be interpreted as positive. If not, if will be more likely to be interpreted as negative. A similar logic
applies to citizens’ evaluations of new policy proposals. If a new policy proposal is sponsored by a party,
which is preferred by a voter, this voter will be more likely to be favorable to the proposal. If the same idea
is sponsored by a disliked party, the voter will more likely be skeptical. Common to these examples is that
motivated reasoning is key to understanding what is going on: New information is, according to this
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perspective, not just taken in. It is perceived from the perspective of an individual with prior beliefs, and
this affects of the information is perceived and interpreted. Taber & Lodge (2006) show empirically, in an
experimental study of opinion formation, that prior opinions predict what kind of information actors look
for (they choose information consistent with prior beliefs (2006: 764)), and how they deal with it (they
spend time and effort refuting arguments inconsistent with prior beliefs while they uncritically accept those
consistent (2006: 762)).

We expect that motivated reasoning is equally important to understand how actors, when they have
relevant prior beliefs, interpret performance information, even when the information is completely
unambiguous. According to the theory of motivated reasoning, prior beliefs systematically affect how
information is understood. Performance information can be seen as new information, or updated
information, on the performance of an entity, typically a government institution. Such information of
course cannot be transformed immediately into action. Nor does it have a direct impact on attitudes of
individuals. It must be processed and understood, and this happens by reasoning.

However, reasoning in humans is not neutral. Reasoning is always done with some motive. One motive
could be accuracy. Ask a student to complete a test, and you can expect that the student is motivated to be
accurate. Ask an avid smoker for his opinion on the latest study of long term health effects of smoking, and
you will often get something different: A smoker may come up with a biased interpretation of the data,
perhaps indicating that smoking is not too dangerous. According to the theory of motivated reasoning,
humans may process new information by reasoning either driven by accuracy goals or by directional goals
(Kunda, 1990: 481-483). These two modes of reasoning involve different mechanisms. When reasoning is
driven by accuracy goals, people tend to spend more time reflecting, to employ more complex strategies in
their thinking and to consider more alternative explanations (Kunda, 1990: 482).

However, when reasoning is driven by directional goals, the same people are motivated to arrive at a
particular conclusion while still making sense of the information presented to them. This does not require
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conscious effort; actors can engage in motivated reasoning without being aware of it. According to Westen
et al. (2006), motivated reasoning can even “be viewed as a form of implicit affect regulation in which the
brain converges on solutions that minimize negative and maximize positive affect states". Kunda (1990:
482) proposes that “people motivated to arrive at a particular conclusion attempt to be rational and to
construct a justification of their desired conclusion that would persuade a dispassionate observer”.
Motivated (directional) reasoning occurs in different ways (Kunda, 1990: 483-492). First, people may, when
induced to perform acts contrary to their attitudes, alter their prior attitudes to obtain consistency. For
instance, Linder et al. (1967) show experimentally that subjects after endorsing a law limiting free speech
were less opposed to the law than a control group. Second, people can, when presented with information
that challenges their beliefs, selectively use statistical heuristics to obtain consistency. For example, Kahan
(2014: 18) shows that liberal democrats are more likely than conservative republicans to correctly interpret
statistical information indicating that gun control decreases violence. However, if the statistical information
indicates that gun control increases violence, conservative republicans are more likely than liberal
democrats to correctly interpret the information. Hence, motivated reasoning theory suggests that it is
necessary to take prior beliefs and values into account if one wishes to understand how actors interpret
new information.

We argue that this also applies to performance information on public organizations. The public sector is far
from neutral. Most issues in the public sector are or at least can be political and controversial in the sense
that people tend to have opinion on them, and often disagree on them. Take as an example the issue of
whether production should be public or private. Actors have different views of the relative efficiency of
public and private organizations (Andersen & Hvidman 2013), public and private employment represents an
important cleavage in voting (Tepe, 2011), and views of the balance between public and private service
provision is a classical contested political issue. Hence, public performance information provides
information about a politically sensitive issue: Actors are likely to hold strong, and different, prior beliefs.
The predictions of the theory of motivated directional reasoning are twofold. First, actors will tend to,
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when confronted with new information inconsistent with prior beliefs, selectively use heuristics to
interpret the information in a way consistent with prior beliefs. Second, when the information is presented
by a source which the actor tends to agree with, the actor will be inclined to accept the information and
thus interpret is with less bias. In case of general disagreement with the sender, the actor will be more
skeptical and hence tend to give the information a biased interpretation. We use the public / private
example in the two survey experiments below to tests these expectations.

Table 1 about here

Table 1 shows how actors will, according to motivated reasoning theory, interpret unambiguous
performance information, conditional on the actors’ prior beliefs about public and private service provision.
We expect that actors will systematically misinterpret performance information whenever the performance
information is inconsistent with their prior beliefs.

General design considerations
To test whether performance information is subject to systematic misinterpretation according to prior
beliefs, we need to distinguish between subjects with different prior beliefs who have been presented with
unambiguous performance information. One empirical strategy to obtain such data could be to identify and
compare cases in which subjects are presented with information about the performance of real public
institutions and then measure how this information was interpreted by surveying them on the
interpretation on the performance of the institutions in question. However, three fundamental challenges
would be very difficult to overcome in this observational design.
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First, we cannot rule out the possibility that selection bias creates an artificial link between subjects’ values
and their ability to correctly interpret performance information. Thus, any relationship found between
values and interpretations of performance information may be due to observed or unobserved
characteristics that affect both.1 If such characteristics are not accounted for, we would run the risk of
making false conclusions based on spurious relationships. Second, subjects’ ability to correctly interpret
performance information may affect their beliefs and political values in case their interpretations
consistently show that, for instance, private organizations are doing better than their public counterparts.
In such cases we would run the risk of drawing wrong conclusions due to simultaneity bias. Third, at a more
basic level it is likely to be hard to identify a case in which subjects are informed to the same extent, where
the information has one and only one correct interpretation, and where we can know that subjects do an
active effort to interpret the information.

We therefore turn to randomized survey experiments. Survey experiments (see Sniderman 2011) allow us
to survey subjects’ prior beliefs and to present all of them with the same unambiguous performance
information. Usually, researchers control the independent variable in survey experiments by randomly
assigning subjects to treatment and control groups. Any difference in the outcome variable can then be
ascribed to the treatment alone and the internal validity of survey experiments is thus usually considered
high compared to observational studies. It is, however, impossible to induce prior beliefs by randomly
assigning people to treatment and control groups and we therefore rely on an alternative strategy. This
strategy involves using placebo groups. The basic idea is that prior beliefs should only be expected to have
some impact on subjects’ ability to correctly interpret performance information in cases where the issue
that the performance information covers to some extent is politicized. By comparing the impact of prior
beliefs on performance evaluations in placebo and treatment groups that are exactly similar except for a

1

One example of a relevant characteristic in this particular case would be length of education. It is likely that political
values differ between people with different education. And it seems plausible that people with longer educations on
average are better able to interpret performance information than are people with shorter educations.
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difference in the extent to which the issue at hand is politicized, we are able to estimate the causal impact
of prior beliefs on subjects’ ability to interpret performance information correctly.

This requires politicized and neutral versions of the survey experiments. In the politicized version, we
present subjects in the treatment groups with performance information on public and private
organizations. As argued above, there is a cleavage between people in their attitudes to whether either
public or private organizations perform the best in terms of producing public services. This cleavage is
typically strongly correlated with people’s more general ideological attitudes (see, for instance, Christensen
and Lægreid 2003: 19) and the issue can thus be said to be strongly politicized. In the politically neutral
versions, we rely on a comparison between two public organizations. If nothing else is known about the
two public organizations than their performance, we would not expect prior beliefs to have any impact on
how performance is interpreted. Comparing the extent to which subjects are able to correctly interpret
performance information in a case where they are presented with a comparison of the performance of a
public and private organization with another scenario in which they are presented with information on two
public organizations allows us to test for the causal impact of prior beliefs on interpretations.

As subjects we use a representative sample of Danish citizens, recruited from an internet panel (we return
to this below). We make no attempt to distinguish between different groups of citizens. However, studies
of opinion formation suggest that motivated reasoning is of particular relevance to those who are the
better informed (Taber and Lodge, 2006) and those with stronger attitudes (Druckman, 2012: 201). Future
studies might address the question of whether the effects of prior values on interpretation are in fact
stronger or weaker than among certain groups of citizens, or among other groups of stakeholders in the
public sector such as employees, administrators, and politicians.

Common critiques of survey experiments touch upon the ecological and external validity of the findings.
Survey experiments are conducted in artificial settings (a survey), with stylized treatments which are often
much less complicated than what people encounter in everyday life. These limitations also apply to some
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extent in our case and we should expect individuals to be more careful with their interpretations of
performance information in real life than are the subjects in our experiments. On the other hand, prior
beliefs probably also play a more important role in real world situations where actual political outcomes
are at stake. Moreover, real performance information may in many cases be much more complicated
entailing that people in real life to an even higher extent rely on heuristics in their interpretations of
performance information than do the subjects in our experiment. In conclusion, arguments points in both
directions in terms of whether findings are either stronger or weaker in actual evaluations of performance
information than in our experiment. What we can say for certain is that our survey experiments serves as
an illumination that prior beliefs can play a role in how real performance is interpreted and thus are
probably also likely to do so in reality. The empirical study consists of two survey experiments which are
presented in detail below.

Design: Experiment 12
The pool of respondents for the first survey experiment consists of 1,784 Danish citizens who were selected
from an internet panel.3 Stratified random sampling was used in order to assure that the citizens were
representative to the Danish population at large in terms of their gender, age, and geographical location.
The survey experiment was conducted by means of an online survey which took place in May 2014. The
respondents were randomly assigned to either one of two treatment groups or one of two placebo groups.
A regression analysis which is reported in the appendix and in which the composition of the four groups are
compared one by one with the others shows that the experimental groups balance (gender, age, level of
education, party affiliation, and attitudes towards the public sector).

2

This experiment draws heavily on the design of Kahan (2014). The main deviation from the design of Kahan (2014) is
the focus on performance information and the use of comparable organizations in both treatment and placebo
groups.
3
The panel is run by and the data collected by Userneeds, a Nordic survey company.
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As mentioned in the previous section, the respondents in the treatment groups were presented with either
performance information for a public or a private organization. To ensure comparability, we chose hip
operations in a public and a private hospital. Hip operation procedures are very alike at public and private
hospitals in Denmark (Andersen & Jakobsen, 2011: 963) and performance, measured as re-hospitalizations
and post-surgery complications, is, on average, very similar in public and private hospitals when patient
composition is accounted for (Andersen & Jakobsen, 2011: 970). Respondents were then asked to evaluate
the performance of the organization. In both treatments the respondents were given the following
instruction:

“We will now ask you to consider the following constructed example. Below you see a table with
information on the quality of hip operations at a public and a private hospital. The patient groups at the
two hospitals are very similar. The table shows how often hip operations were performed without and with
complications at the two hospitals.

Which of the hospitals have performed the best?

Table 2 about here

Don’t know responses were not an option in any of the cases. The respondents in all cases were thus forced
to provide their best estimate of which of the two hospitals were performing the best. The treatment and
placebo groups are shown in Table 2. The only difference between the treatments is that the numbers of
operations with and without complications have been switched. Hence, in treatment 1, complications are
much more likely to occur in the public hospital than in the private hospital (a rate of 25 pct. compared to
16 pct.). Thus, the correct evaluation here would be that the private hospital is doing better.
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In treatment 2, complications are much more likely to occur at the private hospital (84 pct. compared to 75
pct.). Thus, the difference between success rates is the same in both treatments (9 pct.). According to the
expectation, individuals more sympathetic to public service provision should be more likely to misinterpret
performance information as favorable to the first hospital in the first treatment (the information shows
that the second hospital outperforms the first, but the first hospital is public). Conversely, in the second
treatment, where the performance information indicates that the public hospital outperforms the private
hospital, supporters of public provision are expected to be more likely to interpret the information
correctly.

Experiment 1 was designed in this manner in order to assure that the numbers mentioned were kept
constant across treatments as are also the order in which the public and private hospitals are mentioned.
One shortcoming, however, is that findings might be susceptible to the reversed order of the numbers.
Experiment 2 is designed in order to address exactly this problem and we will thus discuss this issue in
more detail below.

To ensure that our findings from the analysis of treatment groups do in fact reflect a causal impact of prior
beliefs on interpretations and are not, for instance, an artifact of the particular performance numbers
reported in the treatments, we designed a placebo test. The subjects were presented with the exact same
performance information as in the treatments, except that we replaced the words “Public hospital” and
“Private hospital” with “Hospital A” and “Hospital B”. Apart from this, the placebo groups are identical to
the treatment groups. Hence, while we in the treatment groups expect to see systematic differences in
performance evaluations between subjects with different prior beliefs, we expect to see no such
differences in the placebo groups, as no reference is made to public or private organizations. Consequently,
we would expect prior beliefs (measured as attitudes to public sector service provision) to have a
statistically significantly different impact on performance evaluations in comparisons between treatment 1
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and placebo 1 and between treatment 2 and placebo 2, respectively. Our independent variable, attitudes to
public service provision, is measured by the following questions:

Do you disagree or agree to the following statements?
1. Many public activities could be produced both better and more cheaply by private providers
2. We should to a larger degree contract out public services (such as child care, elderly care, and hospital
treatments)
3. The public sector is best at providing public services

Possible answers were: Completely agree, partly agree, neither agree nor disagree, partly disagree,
completely disagree. A factor analysis shows that the items load highly on one dimension after the third
item has been reversed (factor scores are all above 0.7) and we thus construct an additive index. With a
Cronbach’s alpha of 0.88 we consider the index highly reliable. The index was rescaled to run between 0100. Higher values on the index correspond to a stronger preference for public service provision. The index
correlates highly (Pearson’s R = 0.53) with the respondents’ self-reported party-affiliation (a dummy
variable indicating whether they voted for a left-wing party at the latest local government elections in
November 2013) and we thus conclude that the index to a high extent captures important ideological
differences between respondents.4 Responses to the index cover the whole range from 0-100. With a mean
of 61 and a standard deviation of 29 there is furthermore a lot of variation in subject attitudes.

4

We are able to replicate all findings reported in the paper if we use this alternative and more conventional measure
(party affiliation) instead. We have chosen to use our index of attitudes to public service provision in the paper
because we consider it to be a more direct and more fine-grained measure of the attitudes that we want to capture in
this paper.
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Findings: Experiment 1
The findings from the experiment are presented in Table 3. Model 1 and 2 examines the impact of prior
beliefs (attitudes to public service provision) in the two treatment groups while Model 3 and 4 cover the
placebo groups. It appears that subjects’ prior beliefs have a negative impact on their ability to interpret
performance information correctly if the private hospital is the one actually performing the best (treatment
1, presented in model 1). In terms of substantial significance, simple descriptive statistics show that 86 per
cent respond correctly among those who are most pro private service provision, while only 46 per cent
respond correctly among those who are most pro public service provision. Furthermore, a positive impact
of a prior positive attitude to public service provision is found if the public hospital is the one performing
the best (treatment 2, presented in model 2). Again, the findings are substantially significant although the
effect is somewhat weaker. Among those who are most negative towards public service provision, 59 per
cent respond correctly, while 75 per cent respond correctly among those who are most positive towards
public service provision. Finally, there is no impact of prior beliefs in the placebo groups (models 3 and 4).
In sum, the findings thus support the proposition that people are better able to interpret performance
information correctly if the information is in accordance with their prior beliefs and less able if the
information discords with prior beliefs. On a more general level, the findings support the idea that prior
beliefs may have an impact on people’s ability to interpret performance information correctly if the issue
with which the piece of performance information is concerned is politicized.

Table 3 about here
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Model 5 and 6 compares the impact of attitudes to public service provision in each of the treatment groups
with the impact of attitudes in the corresponding placebo group. It is found in Model 5 that attitudes play a
significantly different role in the responses to treatment 1 and the placebo group. A similar statistically
significant difference between treatment and placebo is, however, not identified between the responses to
treatment 2 and placebo group 2. The fact that attitudes to service provision do not have a different impact
on response to treatment 2 and placebo group 2 may have to do with the design of these particular groups.
For instance, the fact that the number of people who experience complications after being operated is
much larger than the number who do not, may introduce a lot of noise in the numbers if people tend to
misread the information. In order to examine whether this is the case we conducted a second experiment
in which the numbers were stable across groups. Furthermore, information is seldom provided in real
world situations without some additional information about who produced the information. As described in
the theoretical section, we expect that the attitude towards the sender of the information is important to
the degree of misinterpretation of information. The second experiment was therefore designed to also
examine this effect.

Design: Experiment 2
This experiment uses one placebo group and four treatment groups. The 1416 respondents who
participated in this experiment in early July 2014 were randomly assigned to the five groups. As can be seen
from the balance test in the appendix, the five groups are slightly imbalanced with regard to the age,
educational level, and prior beliefs of the respondents (measured as attitude towards public service
provision). We included individual level controls in our analyses in order to account for these differences.
Since the controls do not alter the main findings about the impact of political attitudes on interpretation of
performance, we present the analyses without controls.
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The subjects in the experiment were given the following instructions where text in normal writing was
given to all subjects. Whenever a piece of text was given to only some of the groups, it is shown with italics
along with a description in parentheses of for which groups the particular text was shown (P1= placebo
group 1, T1 = treatment group 1 etc.).

“We will now ask you to consider the following constructed example. Below you see a table [produced by
the liberal think tank CEPOS (T3; T4)].The table shows the number of pupils in Two public schools (P1)/A
public and a private school (T1; T2; T3; T4) who passed the final exams in Danish and math in ninth grade in
2013. The two schools are very similar in terms of pupil body composition.

Public school A (P1)
The public school (T2 and T4)
The private school (T3 and T5)
Public school B (P1)
The private school (T2 and T4)
The public school (T3 and T5)

Passed Danish and math
548

Did not pass Danish and math
133

112

16

What school has performed the best?”

The differences between the five groups are shown in Table 4.

Table 4 about here
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Like in experiment 1 this experiment studies the impact of attitudes to public service provision on the
ability to interpret the information about public and private organizations correctly. The main aim of the
two experiments is thus identical. Experiment 2, however, also differs from experiment 1 in important
respects. First, in contrast to experiment 1 in which we reversed the order of the numbers in comparisons
of treatment groups, we in this experiment reversed the order in which the public and private and public
organizations were mentioned. Thus, the only difference between treatment 2 and 3 (and between
treatment 4 and 5) is that public schools are mentioned in the upper row in treatment 2, while private
schools are mentioned in the upper row in treatment 3. This allows us to test whether the pattern found in
experiment 1 is a product of reversing the numbers. Second, this experiment focuses on schools whereas
experiment 1 focused on hospitals and we furthermore changed the performance numbers reported
somewhat to accord with actual school performance. We decided on these changes in order to test
whether the findings in experiment 1 were unique to this particular design. Like for the hospital service
covered in Experiment 1, tasks and performance data are highly comparable across public and private
schools. In particular, all pupils must with very few exceptions finalize their ninth grade by passing the same
standardized tests in written Danish and math. We thus use actual numbers for passing scores to create a
setting as realistic as possible.5 Third, the difference in performance rates between the organizations
reported was a little lower in this experiment than in Experiment 1 (7 percentage points) with the school
having the lowest number of pupils being the best performer. We should therefore expect that our subjects
find it even harder to interpret the information correctly in this experiment. Fourth, treatment 4 and 5 are
identical to treatment 2 and 3 with one exception: a sender of the information was included in order to
examine the impact of adding a sender of the information to the treatment. 6 Specifically, we added the
pro market think tank CEPOS as sender of the information. The ideological position of CEPOS is reflected in
the information provided by the organization which typically is very much in support of private provision of
5

On average approximately 16 per cent of the Danish pupils do not pass their final exams in Danish and math.
Of ethical reasons we explicitly mentioned in the experimental treatments that the example was constructed.
Furthermore, the subjects were debriefed after the experiment in order to avoid that they were left with the
impression that CEPOS had actually produced the information that they were presented with.
6
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public services. Based on previous studies of motivated reasoning in the political arena our expectation was
that information would be perceived as being less valid among supporters of public service provision if the
information shows that the private school is performing better and that their ability to interpret
performance information correctly would therefore be even smaller in this case. Furthermore, we also
expected supporters of private service provision to be even better at interpreting the information in this
case, because the mentioning of CEPOS serves as a heuristic which allows them to tease out the right
response.

As in experiment 1 we used the index of attitudes to public service provision consisting of the three items
as our independent variable. As in the first experiment, a factor analysis showed that the three items used
to construct the index loaded highly on one factor (factor scores above 0.7 ) and that the index should be
considered highly reliable with a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.87.

Analysis: Experiment 2
The findings of experiment 2 are presented in a logistic regression analysis in Table 4. Of particular interest
are the interaction terms between the prior beliefs and the various treatments since they test whether
prior beliefs play a statistically significant stronger role in the treatments than in the placebo.

Table 5 about here

Table 5 shows an interesting set of findings. First, adding information about the sender of the information
does not matter to the impact of prior beliefs on interpretations (this conclusion is supported in additional
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tests in which we compared treatment 2 with treatment 4 only and treatment 3 with treatment 5 only). A
plausible interpretation of this null finding would be that the respondents were only presented with rather
weak sender treatments. The findings do, however, show some tendency in the expected direction and we
are therefore reluctant to completely disregard the idea that information about the sender may moderate
the impact of prior beliefs on interpretations although the idea is not supported here.

Second and more importantly, it appears that prior beliefs have a significantly different impact from the
placebo group on the ability to interpret performance information correctly in two of the four treatments.
Specifically, prior beliefs have a significantly negative impact on the ability to interpret performance
correctly in the two treatments where the private school according to the performance information is
performing the best. Conversely, prior beliefs do not have a statistically significant effect on the
interpretations in case the public organization is performing the best. The question is how we can make
sense of these findings.

One likely interpretation has to do with people’s beliefs about the performance of public and private
organizations. A descriptive analysis of the extent to which people are able to interpret the performance
information provided correctly shows that these rates are markedly higher in the treatments where the
private school is performing the best (T2 = 76%; T4 = 71%), than in those where the public school is
performing the best (T3 = 64%; T5 = 66%). This indicates that some people respond that they wrongly think
the private organization is performing better in treatment 3 and 5 and at the same time report attitudes
according to which they prefer publicly provided services. It appears paradoxical that people on the one
hand prefer publicly provided services while they at the other hand wrongly report that they think that the
private school is performing better. The explanation may have to do with a fundamental discrepancy
between ideological values and performance. Our measure of attitudes to public service provision probably
captures broader ideological opinions about how subjects think the public sector should be organized.
Furthermore, performance is but one of many aspects of importance to such ideological opinions and other
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aspects may appear more relevant to in particular people with a left-wing point of view. If this is the case,
left wings may be less susceptible to motivated reasoning in the case of performance information because
they simply do not have strong opinions about public sector performance. Thus, this kind of reasoning may
not assist them in reporting the correct answer in case they are member of either treatment 3 or 5. In
conclusion, the findings in Experiment 2 generally support the idea that prior beliefs affects interpretations
of performance information. We infer from this that the findings in experiment 1 were not just created by
the particular design (the varying numbers). We find a similar effect also in experiment 2. However, the
results also show that relationship is complex and that more knowledge is needed to understand it in
detail.

Conclusion
This paper contributes to the relatively sparse literature on the interpretation of performance information
(Moynihan 2006; 2008) by showing that people’s interpretations of even unambiguous performance
information are likely to be systematically biased according to their prior beliefs. It does so in two largescale survey experiments in which subjects are asked to interpret a simple piece of performance
information which has one – and only one – correct interpretation. The study to our knowledge is the first
to systematically examine in large-N experiments how prior beliefs relate to people’s ability to interpret
performance information correctly. The research combines high internal validity from the experimental
setting with a large N and it furthermore aimed at improving the external validity of the findings by
providing fairly realistic information in the experiments.
A main contribution of the paper is that people are more inclined to interpret unambiguous, clear, and valid
performance information wrongly if the information discords with their prior values. Thus, prior beliefs do
not only play a role with respect to the interpretation of ambiguous performance information but also on a
more fundamental level in relation to people’s interpretations of even unambiguous performance
21

information. The main lesson to be learned is that different interpretations of performance information
based on different political points of views are not only a matter of conscious political conflict but also take
place on a subconscious level. In that sense, performance information is more than a technical device
which can – provided that valid, clear and unambiguous information is collected and distributed –
automatically increase awareness about real performance. We suggest that performance information is
rather, at least partly, a political instrument, which is prone to interpretation and discussion.
The findings are important to the broader literature on performance information use (for an overview see
Kroll 2014). Performance information is often thought of as a tool that should inform citizens, guide
decision makers and thereby improve decision making (Kettl 1997: 457; Moynihan 2006: 152). The fact that
performance information is systematically misinterpreted even in a stylized case like this where nothing
political in reality is at stake and where the information is much simpler than much actual information
which might include complicated rankings on several parameters, questions the potential of performance
information. The findings may also help explain why the introduction of performance information systems
in many cases has limited effects on the actual performance of government institutions. Ensuring that
performance information is provided does not guarantee that prior beliefs, existing political values even or
prejudice is changed. Since the message of the performance information does not always come through, it
is perhaps not so surprising that it does not always have effects on actual performance. This again raises a
number of questions for future research. These are questions like for whom the misinterpretations matter
the most, to what extent misinterpretations matter to actual decisions, and whether misinterpretations can
be overcome by, for instance, presenting performance information differently than here. Furthermore,
future research may find it worthwhile to study in more detail to what extent and under what conditions
the findings travel to real decision making processes. One idea to study here would be whether people
adapt incrementally to performance information over time in cases where the information discords with
their prior values.
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Appendix
Table A1 shows the composition of the groups in experiment 2 in terms of their gender, age, level of
education, job status, and political affiliation (measured by the voting behavior at the latest round of
municipal elections in November 2013).

Table A1 about here
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Table 1: Interpretation of unambiguous performance information according to motivated reasoning
Performance information
Performance information
indicates that public organization indicates that private
performs better than private
organization performs better
than public
Actor supportive of public service Actor will tend to interpret
Actor will tend to interpret
provision
performance information
performance information wrongly
correctly (supporting prior
(supporting prior beliefs)
beliefs)
Actor supportive of private
Actor will tend to interpret
Actor will tend to interpret
service provision
performance information wrongly performance information
(supporting prior beliefs)
correctly (supporting prior
beliefs)

Table 2: Treatment and placebo groups in experiment 1

Treatment 1/placebo 1:

Operations
without
complications
203

Treatment 2/placebo 2:

Operations
with
complications
68

Operations
without
complications
68

Operations
with
complications
203

Public
Public
hospital/
hospital/
Hospital A
Hospital A
Private
47
9
Private
9
47
hospital/
hospital/
Hospital B
Hospital B
Note: The information was presented as showing the performance of public and private hospitals in the
treatments and as showing the performance of hospital A and B in the placebos.
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Table 3: Findings from experiment 1. Logistic regression analyses of correct identification of best
performing hospital

Pro public service
provision
Treatment
dummy
Pro public service
provision *
treatment
Chi2
N
Data

Model 1
-0.019**
(0.004)

Model 2
0.009*
(0.003)

Model 3
0.001
(0.003)

Model 4
0.005
(0.004)

Model 5
0.001
(0.003)
0.869*
(0.345)
-0.020**

Model 6
0.005
(0.004)
-0.255
(0.329)
0.004
(0.005)

28.43**
459
T1

6.27*
434
T2

0.14
448
P1

1.77
443
P2

35.64**
907
T1;P1

8.38*
877
T2;P2

Notes: Intercepts were included in the models but are not presented in the models. Entries are logistic regression
coefficients; robust standard errors in parentheses. **: p < 0.01; *: p < 0.05.

Table 4: Differences between groups in the second experiment

CEPOS

P1

T1

T2

T3

T4

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Public vs.

Public vs.

Public vs.

Public vs.

Public vs.

public

private

private

private

private

---

Public first

Private first

Public first

Private first

mentioned as
sender of the
information
Organizations
compared
Organization
mentioned first
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Table 5: Findings from experiment 2. Logistic regression analyses of correct identification of best
performing school
Model 1:
Ref.
0.923 (0.407)*
-0.559 (0.390)
0.997 (0.415)*

P1
T2 (private school performing best)
T3 (public school performing best)
T4 (private school performing best + Pro market
sender of information mentioned)
T5 (public school performing best + Pro market
sender of information mentioned)
Pro public service provision
T2* pro public service provision
T3* pro public service provision
T4* pro public service provision
T5* pro public service provision
Chi2
N
Data

-0.571 (0.407)
0.006 (0.005)
-0.014 (0.006)*
0.001 (0.006)
-0.021 (0.006)**
0.002 (0.006)
38.05**
1416
All observations

Notes: Intercepts were included in the models but are not presented in the models. Entries are logistic regression
coefficients; robust standard errors in parentheses. **: p < 0.01; *: p < 0.05.

Table A1: Balance checks of randomization on observable characteristics of respondents

T1

Experiment 1:
T2
P1
52
51

P2

T1

T2

Experiment 2
T3
T4
50
49

P1
Women
49
46
48
56
55
(per cent)
Average age 44
43
44
45
45
43**
46
47*
46
(years)
Higher
52
52
55
57
55
53
50*
65**
54
1
education
(per cent)
Voted for
49
52
50
45
44
45
41
44
41
socialist
party at
latest
municipal
elections2
(per cent)
Pro public
61
61
62
60
56
58
56
61*
55
service
provision
Notes: Significant differences are identified by comparing either of the groups with the others in two-tailed
t-tests. **: p < 0.01; *: p < 0.05. 1: At least a short university degree or alike. 2: Voted for the social
democrats, the socialist people’s party, or the red-green alliance.
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